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Abstract 
Fixed point theory is very wide field, which have many applications in different areas. The concept of altering distance to find 
fixed point results have been explored by many authors. In the present paper, we achieve unique common fixed point results for 
two self-mappings using a generalization of altering distance and a rational type contractive condition. An example has also been 
given in support of our result. 
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1. Introduction and preliminaries 
In a partially ordered set, ordering is defined between the elements of a set, but there are some elements in the set 
which are not related. A set in which all elements are related is called totally ordered set.  Marr17 defined the concept 
of convergence in partially ordered space. Also, he tried to obtain a relation between metric and partially ordered 
metric spaces, and claimed some results of fixed point in metric space are the particular case of fixed point outcomes 
in partially ordered metric spaces. After that the concept of partially ordered metric space was extended to develop 
partially ordered ܩ-metric space, partially ordered ܵ-metric space and partially ordered fuzzy metric space and many 
authors have proved various result in these spaces, Gupta et al.19-22 also established some result in these spaces. 
1.1. Definition16. A partially ordered metric space is a set X with a binary relation ,d called partial order which 
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satisfy the three condition: 
(1) 1 1 1u u for all u Xd  , 
(2) 1 2 2 3 1 3 1 2 3, ,u u and u u implies u u for all u u u Xd d d  , 
(3) 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2,u u and u u implies u u for all u u Xd d   .  
There is vast literature of obtaining fixed point using different contractive conditions. Dolbosco2 gave fixed point 
result using altering distance function which measure the distance between two points. Skof3, Khan et al.15 Shastary 
et al.10-12 obtained some result on fixed point using altering distance between the points for pair of self-mapping. Also 
Babu et al.4-6, Ayadi7, Izeski13, Jha14, Shastary13, Naidu17, 18 established many theorem sequence of self-mapping with 
altering distance function. Choudhary1, Nashine8, Rao9, Dutta18 established some result using generalized altering 
distance function. 
1.2. Definition15. A function  :[0, ) [0, )\ f o f   is altering distance function which satisfy following condition: 
(1) ( )t\  is monotonically increasing and continuous, 
(2) ( ) 0 0t iff t\   . 
2. Main result 
2.1. Theorem.  Let ( , )X d  be partially ordered set and ( X ,d )  be a complete metric space. Let , :T S X Xo are 
monotonically increasing mappings satisfying                          
                              1 2 1 2[ d(Tu,T v )] ( K(u,v )) ( K(u,v ))I \ \d                                                                      (1)   
1 2( , ). ( , )( , ) , ( , )
( , )
d u T v d v T vwhere K u v d u v
d u v
§ · ¨ ¸© ¹ 1 2
and , are altering distance\ \   
1function and (u ) (u,u ).I \  
Then  1T  and 2T have a unique common fixed point. 
Proof- Let 0u X be an arbitrary point. For 1,2,3,4...n   we define 2 1 1 2n nu T u and  2 2 2 2 1 .n nu T u   
Also assume, 1( , )n n nw d u u  . Replacing 2 2 1n nu by u and v by u in (1) and we get, 
 
1 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 2n n n n[ d(Tu ,T u )] [ d(Tu ,T u )]I I    1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1n n n n( K(u ,u )) (( K(u ,u ))\ \ d   
where                 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 12 2 1 2 2 1
2 2 1
n n n n
n n n n
n n
d(u ,T u ).d(u ,T u )K(u ,u ) ,d(u ,u )
d(u ,u )
  
 

§ · ¨ ¸© ¹
 
this gives                    2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1n n n n n( w ) (u ,u ) (u ,u )I \ \  d    .                                                                               (2) 
2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1, ( ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ),n n n n n n n n n nIf w w then w w w w w w w wI \ \ \ I      d     
this shows contradiction. Therefore 2 2 1n nw w t . In the same way, we can show that 2 1 2 2n nw w t . Thus we have,
1n nw w t , this shows that { }nw is decreasing sequence and converging to some point a (say). Taking nof in (2.2), 
we have, 1 2 2( w) ( w,w) ( w,w) ( w) ( w,w)I \ \ I \d    implies 2 0( w,w)\  , by definition of 2\ we have 0w  . 
Hence,                                          
                    1 0n n nw d(u ,u ) as n o of .                                                                                                 (3) 
Next we shows n{u } be a Cauchy sequence. In view of (3), it is sufficient to prove that 2n{u } is Cauchy sequence. 
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If 2n{u } is not a Cauchy sequence then for given 0H ! , we can find two sub sequences 2 2m( k ) n( k ){u } and {u }  such 
that  
                                      2 2m( k ) n( k )d u ,u H!                                                                                                   (4) 
 2 2 1m( k ) n( k )and d u ,u for n( k ) m( k ).H ! !                                                                      (5) 
    Then by equation (4) and (5) we have,  
           2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2m( k ) n( k ) m( k ) n( k ) n( k ) n( k ) n( k ) n( k )d u ,u d u ,u d u ,u d u ,uH H   d    .                               (6) 
            Letting k of in (6) and using (3), we get    2 2 0k m( k ) n( k )lim d u ,uH Hof   , implies  
                             2 2k m( k ) n( k )lim d u ,u Hof  .                                                                                                (7) 
 
Using triangle inequality       2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2n( k ) m( k ) n( k ) n( k ) n( k ) m( k )d u ,u d u ,u d u ,u d   
 
                                2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2n( k ) m( k ) n( k ) n( k ) n( k ) m( k )u ,u d u ,u d u ,u . d                                                         (8) 
          Letting k of in (2.8) and we get  
                                2 1 2 0k ( k ) m( k )lim d u ,u Hof  d     and  2 1 20 k ( k ) m( k )lim d u ,uH of d  , 
implies                                            2 1 2k n( k ) m( k )lim d u ,u Hof   .                                                                            (9) 
By using triangle inequality we can show that  
                                               2 2 1k n( k ) m( k )lim d u ,u Hof   .                                                                                   (10) 
Replacing 2 2 1n( k ) m( k )u by u and v by u in (1) and we get, 
                     1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 1n( k ) m( k ) n( k ) m( k ) n( k ) n( k )( d(Tu ,T u )) ( K(u ,u )) (( K(u ,u ))I \ \  d                                       (11) 
 
        
2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
2 2 1 2 2 1
2 2 1
n( k ) n( k ) m( k ) m( k )
n( k ) m( k ) n( k ) m( k )
n( k ) m( k )
d u ,T u .d u ,T u
where K u ,u ,d u ,u
d u ,u
this gives
 
 

§ ·¨ ¸ ¨ ¸© ¹  
        
2 2 1 2 1 2
2 1 2 1 2 2 1
2 2 1
n( k ) n( k ) m( k ) m( k )
n( k ) m( k ) n( k ) m( k )
n( k ) m( k )
d u ,u .d u ,u
d(u ,u ,d u ,u
d u ,u
I \   

§ ·¨ ¸d ¨ ¸© ¹
       
   
   
2 2 1 2 1 2
2 2 2 1
2 2 1
n( k ) n( k ) m( k ) m( k )
n( k ) m( k )
n( k ) m( k )
d u ,u .d u ,u
,d u ,u .
d u ,u
\   

§ ·¨ ¸ ¨ ¸© ¹
 
 
Letting k of in above inequality, we get    1 20 0( ) ( , ) ( , ) ( )I H \ H \ H I Hd   , this shows contradiction. Hence 
n{u } is Cauchy sequence. Since X is complete metric space and there exist a X such that k nlim u aof   (say).   Put
2 1nu u and v a in ( )  , we get  
                          1 2 2 1 2 2 2n n n[d(Tu ,T a )] ( K(u ,a )) (( K(u ,a ))I \ \d                                                              (12) 
   
   
   
   
2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2
2 2 2
2 2
n n n n
n n n
n n
d u ,T u .d a,T a d u ,u .d a,T a
where K(u ,a ) ,d u ,a ,d u ,a .
d u ,a d u ,a
§ · § ·  ¨ ¸ ¨ ¸¨ ¸ ¨ ¸© ¹ © ¹
 
Letting nof in (12), we get 
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2 2
1 2 2 1 2n
d a,a .d a,T a d a,a .d a,T a
[ d(T u ,T a )] ,d a,a ,d a,a .
d a,a d a,a
I \ \§ ·§ · § ·d ¨ ¸¨ ¸ ¨ ¸¨ ¸ ¨ ¸¨ ¸© ¹ © ¹© ¹
 
If  2 0d a,T a z , and since 1\ and 2\ are non-decreasing, and  2 0u,v\   if and only if 0u v  , we get    
2 2( d( a,T a )) ( d( a,T a ))I I , this shows contradiction. Hence we have 2 20( d( a,T a )) or a T aI   . In the same way 
we have 1a T a . Therefore a  is a common fixed point of 1T and 2T . To prove uniqueness, we assume 1a and 2a are 
two common fixed points of 1T and 2T , and 1 2a az , by equation (1) 
                                   1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2[d(T a ,T a )] ( K( a ,a )) (( K( a ,a ))I \ \d  ,                                                  (13) 
1 1 1 2 2 2
1 2 1 2
1 2
d( a ,T a ).d( a ,T a )where K( a ,a ) ,d( a ,a )
d( a ,a )
§ · ¨ ¸© ¹  
1 1 2 2
1 2 1 2
1 2
0
d( a ,a ).d( a ,a ) ,d( a ,a ) ,d( a ,a )
d( a ,a )
§ ·  ¨ ¸© ¹
 
From (13)                           1 2 1 1 2 2 1 20 0[d( a ,a )] ( ,d( a ,a )) ( ,d( a ,a ))I \ \d  . 
Again 1\ non-decreasing in all its variable, therefore 1 2a a  .                                                                              □ 
2.2. Theorem.  Let ( , )X d  be partially ordered set and ( X ,d )  be a complete metric space. Let , :T S X Xo are 
monotonically increasing mappings satisfying 
׬ ( t )dt]1 2[ d(T u,T v )]I଴ d ׬ ( t )dt]1
( K(u,v ))\
଴ െ ׬ ( t )dt]2
( K(u,v ))\
଴                                            (14) 
1 2
1 2
d(u,T v ).d( v,T v )where K(u,v ) ,d(u,v ) and , are altering dis tance
d(u,v )
\ \§ · ¨ ¸© ¹ function and  
1(u ) (u,u ).I \ 1 0 0Here : [ , ) [ , )is  Lebesgue  integrable function as summable for \ f o f  
each compact 0R , suchthat for ,H ! 0( t )dt .] !³  
      1 2ThenT and T have unique fixed point  
Proof: We assume an arbitrary point 0u X and define 2 1 1 2n nu T u and  2 2 2 2 1n nu T u  . Also assume
1( , )n n nw d u u  . Replacing 2 2 1n nu by u and v by u in (1) and we get, 
න ( t )dt]1 2 2 2 1n n
[ d(Tu ,T u )]I 
଴
d න ( t )dt]1 2 2 1n n( K(u ,u ))\ 
଴
െ න ( t )dt]
  2 2 2 1n nK u ,u\ 
଴
 
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1
2 2 1 2 2 1
2 2 1
n n n n
n n n n
n n
d(u ,T u ).d(u ,T u )where K(u ,u ) ,d(u ,u ) this gives
d(u ,u )
  
 

§ · ¨ ¸© ¹
           
  ׬ ( t )dt] 2 1nwI ଴ d ׬ ( t )dt]
 1 2 2 1n nw ,w\ 
଴ െ ׬ ( t )dt]
  2 2 2 1n nw ,w\ 
଴                                    (15)              
2 2 1, ,n nIf w w then  
න ( t )dt]
 2 1nwI 
଴
d න ( t )dt] 1 2 1 2 1n nw ,w\  
଴
െ න ( t )dt]
  2 2 2 1n nw ,w\ 
଴
 

    ൏ ׬ ( t )dt] 1 2 1 2 1n nw ,w\  ଴ ൌ  ׬ ( t )dt]
 2 1nwI 
଴ . 
This shows contradiction, therefore 2 2 1n nw w t . In the same way, we can show that 2 1 2 2n nw w t . Thus we have,
1n nw w t , this shows that { }nw is decreasing sequence and converging to some point a (say). 
Letting nof in (15), we have,  
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׬ ( t )dt] wI଴ d ׬ ( t )dt]
 1 w,w\
଴ െ ׬ ( t )dt]
 2 w,w\
଴   
                                                =׬ ( t )dt] wI଴ െ ׬ ( t )dt]
 2 w,w\
଴ . 
This implies׬ ( t )dt] ൌ Ͳ 2 w,w\଴ , by definition of 2\ we have 0w  . Hence,        
                                        1 0n n nw d(u ,u ) as n o of   .                                                                         (16) 
Now as in Theorem 2.1, we can obtain the equation 
                                                         2 2k m( k ) n( k )lim d u ,u Hof  .                                                                   (17) 
Replacing 2 2 1n( k ) m( k )u by u and v by u in (14) and we get, 
න ( t )dt]1 2 2 1n( k ) m( k )
[ d(T u ,T )]I 
଴
d න ( t )dt]1 2 2 1n( k ) m( k )( K(u ,u ))\ 
଴
 
                                                                            െ ׬ ( t )dt] 2 2 2 1n( k ) m( k )( K(u ,u ))\ ଴                            (18) 
        
2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
2 2 1 2 2 1
2 2 1
n( k ) n( k ) m( k ) m( k )
n( k ) m( k ) n( k ) m( k )
n( k ) m( k )
d u ,T u .d u ,T u
where K u ,u ,d u ,u
d u ,u
 
 

§ ·¨ ¸ ¨ ¸© ¹
. 
Letting k of in above inequality, we deduce that ^ `nu is a Cauchy sequence. Since X is complete metric 
space therefore there exist a X such that k nlim u aof   (say). 
Put 2 14nu u and v a in ( )  , we get 
              ׬ ( t )dt]
  1 2 2nd T u ,T aI
଴ d ׬ ( t )dt]
  1 2nK (u ,a\
଴ െ ׬ ( t )dt]
  2 2nK (u ,a\
଴                           (19)  
   
   
   
   
2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2
2 2 2
2 2
n n n n
n n n
n n
d u ,T u .d a,T a d u ,u .d a,T a
where K(u ,a ) ,d u ,a ,d u ,a .
d u ,a d u ,a
§ · § ·  ¨ ¸ ¨ ¸¨ ¸ ¨ ¸© ¹ © ¹
 
Letting nof in (19) and since 1\ and 2\ are non-decreasing,  and  2 0u,v\   if and only if 0u v  , we 
get  ׬ ( t )dt]
  2d a,T aI
଴  ׬ ( t )dt]
  2( a,T aI
଴ Ǥ 
Hence we get 2a T a. This complete the proof.  
Uniqueness follows from equation (14).                                                                                                            □ 
 
Example2.1. Let ^ `0 1 2 3 4X , , , , and  d u,v u v for all u,v X , u v   z . Then  X ,d be complete metric 
space Let 1 2T ,T : X Xo be non-decreasing mappings defied as    
2 2 2 2 20 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 4 4T ( ) ,T ( ) , T ( ) , T ( ) , T ( )     , 1 1 1 1 10 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 4 4T ( ) ,T ( ) , T ( ) , T ( ) , T ( )      
Let 0 0: [ , ) [ , )I f o f be defined as 12( r ) rI  and 1 2,\ \ are two altering distances defined as
  ^ `1 1 2 1 22r ,r max r ,r\  ,   ^ `2 1 2 1 22r ,r min r ,r\   
Then the condition of the Theorem 2.1 can be verified by Table 1 and Table 2. 
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Table 1 
 
1 2[ d(Tu,T v )]I  0 1 2 3 4 
0 
1 
2 
3 
- 
0.5 
0.5 
1.5 
1 
- 
0 
2 
1.5 
0.5 
- 
0.5 
1.5 
0.5 
0.5 
- 
2 
1 
1 
0 
4 1.5 2 0.5 0.5 - 
     Table1  
1 2( K(u,v )) ( K(u,v ))\ \  0 1 2 3 4) 
0 - 2 4 6 8 
1 1 - 1 3 5 
2 
3 
4 
4 
3.7 
8 
2 
3.5 
6 
- 
1 
4 
2 
- 
2 
4 
2 
- 
Clearly 4 is Common fixed Point of mappings  1 2T , and T  . 
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